Dr. Nicole Lipkin is an internationally recognized leadership expert, business
psychologist, speaker, and author of two popular business books What Keeps
Leaders Up At Night: Recognizing and Resolving Your Most Troubling Management
Issues and Y In the Workplace: Managing the “Me First” Generation. As a business
psychologist, her goal is to help companies develop resonant, powerful and
masterful leaders.
Combining the science of human behavior with practical approaches to business
and leadership, Dr. Lipkin has been helping leaders transform their approach and
their cultures for the past 15-years.
Dr. Lipkin doesn’t just talk the talk of leadership, she walks the walk. After years
in corporate America developing and implementing leadership programming and
training, Dr. Lipkin founded Equilibria Leadership Consulting in 2007. This is an
international firm based in the US focused on helping companies, leaders and
teams improve management and leadership skills, strengthen the leadership
pipeline and develop behaviors and practices that help increase organizational
resilience and sustainability. She also founded Equilibria Psychological and
Consultation Services in 2004, a mid-sized group psychology practice located in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Nicole is a regular contributor to the broadcast community and has been featured
on NPR, NBC, CBS, Fox Business News, Forbes.com, Entrepreneur.com,
BusinessInsider.com, New York Times Magazine and numerous other media outlets
both nationally and internationally.
Dr. Lipkin has a doctoral in clinical psychology (Psy.D.), Master of Business
Administration (MBA), and Master of Criminal Justice (MACJ). She is a faculty
member at the industry-leading Center for Creat...
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Testimonials
Nicole is a vibrant and powerful speaker who is able to take complex
psychological findings and make them relevant to an audience with little or no
psychological training or experience. She was able to communicate these
messages at a level that resulted in many dealers being moved to make
significant business changes at their dealerships.
- Manager, Auto Sales American Honda Motor Company, Inc..

Dr. Lipkin has spoken to our organization on multiple occasions. Each time,
we receive rave reviews from our leaders regarding her ability to engage the
participants and provide meaningful and insightful information designed to help
our leaders and workforce. It is a true joy to work with Dr. Lipkin – she is
extremely professional, witty & incredibly knowledgeable. I regularly recommend
her to colleagues who are looking for executive leadership & coaching speakers.
- Senior Director, Sales Strategy & Initiatives AutoTrader.com.
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